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Abstract The presence of multiple stable states has far-reaching consequences for a system’s
susceptibility to disturbances, including the possibility of abrupt transitions between stable states.
The occurrence of multiple stable states of vegetation is supported by ecological theory, models, and
observations. Here we describe the occurrence of multiple stable states of tree cover in a global dynamic
vegetation model and provide the first global picture on multiple stable states of tree cover due to a
fire-vegetation feedback. The multiple stable states occur in the transition zones between grasslands and
forests, mainly in Africa and Asia. By sensitivity simulations and simplifying the relevant model equations
we show that the occurrence of multiple states is caused by the sensitivity of the fire disturbance rate to
the presence of woody plant types.
1. Introduction
Forests play an important role within the Earth’s climate system [Brovkin et al., 2009] and are highly valuable
for human society. They provide energy or building material, store carbon, and regulate climate [Trumbore
et al., 2015]. Knowledge on natural vegetation dynamics is therefore of direct relevance for human adaptation
to climate change.
Climate exerts an important control on the spatial distribution of vegetation [Woodward, 1987] and fire
occurrence [Moritz et al., 2012] on the global scale, but fire and vegetation are also known to interact. Fire
plays a crucial role for the geographic distribution of forests, especially in regions where forests transition to
grasslands [Bond et al., 2005] and the abundance of trees in an ecosystem feeds back to the fire regime
[Archibald et al., 2013]. The feedback between fire and vegetation has been identified as an important process
explaining locally observedfireoccurrencedynamics [Cochrane, 1999]. This feedbackbetweenvegetationand
fire can be described as follows (Figure 1): More fire leads to higher grass cover andmore grass cover increases
the fire frequency due to easily ignitable fine fuels, combined with a dry, hot, and windy microclimate. The
frequent fires prohibit the establishment of trees and stabilize the grassland state. On the other hand, an
increase in tree cover leads to a decrease in fire due to coarser fuels and a more humid microclimate. The
absence of fire allows trees tomaintain a closed canopy. Local studies [Trauernicht et al., 2012; Hoffmann et al.,
2012] and analysis of satellite-based burned area data sets [Archibald et al., 2009] confirm the suppressive
effect of high tree cover fraction on fire.
Feedbacks within a system can lead to the presence of multiple stable states. Systems with multiple stable
states typically show an accelerated rate of change when they transition from one stable state to the other
[Scheffer et al., 2001]. Moreover, following a strong disturbance they may equilibrate at an alternative stable
state and not recover to the initial state. This behavior may require human adaptation and motivates the
interest in understanding the dynamics of such systems.
Previous studies provide indications for the presence of alternative stable states of tree cover. A fire exclusion
and reintroduction experiment found that after fire exclusion a small proportion of the study site in Australia
could not support fire anymore due to the absence or patchiness of the grass cover [Scott et al., 2012]. Satellite
data show three distinct modes of tree cover in the tropics (forest, savanna, and a treeless state), which are
interpreted asmultiple stable states [Hirota et al., 2011; Staver et al., 2011a]. The scientific discussion, however,
remains controversial. Yin et al. [2014] show that the distribution of tree cover can also be explained by one
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Figure 1. The fire-vegetation feedback: A high tree cover fraction suppresses the occurrence of fires, while an increase
of fire decreases tree cover. A high grass cover fraction enhances fire occurrence and higher fire occurrence prohibits the
establishment of trees. Fire therefore stabilizes the two stable states, grassland and forest, by regulating tree mortality.
data could be an artifact of the data processing [Hanan et al., 2014]. Staver and Hansen [2015] revise these
results in a more realistic analysis showing that artifacts are possible but limited to tree covers less than 20%,
while the gap between high and low tree cover is resolved. Recently, considering soil cation differences and
including information on shrubs and small trees has led to the conclusion that the transition between low
and high tree cover values is smoother than that observed in the MODIS data set [Veenendaal et al., 2015]
but is also debated in [Staal and Flores, 2015]. Conceptual models illustrated multiple possible mechanisms
for the occurrence of multiple stable states of vegetation, including population dynamics and a sapling state
of trees in which they do not survive fires as key characteristic [Staver et al., 2011b; Baudena et al., 2010] or
a percolation threshold of fire spread with increasing tree cover due to coarser fuels [Schertzer et al., 2015].
Besides simple conceptual models that can produce multiple stable states due to a vegetation-fire feedback,
a complex individual-based regional model (for Africa) showed such a behavior [Higgins and Scheiter, 2012;
Moncrieff et al., 2014]. The occurrence of multiple stable states was linked to a higher fire occurrence in the
model for low tree cover state [Moncrieff et al., 2014].
Based on the land surfacemodel JSBACH, we investigate the potential for multiple stable states of vegetation
by comparing the equilibrium state of simulations with different initializations using two fire algorithms of
different complexity. This is the first study of this kind with global coverage. We investigate the interaction
between fire and vegetation by adding simulations without fire and performing sensitivity simulations to
derive the sensitivity of fire to vegetation and vice versa. We corroborate our results with a conceptual model
which is based on the sensitivity simulations of the process-based model.
2. Multiple Stable States in the Process-Based Model JSBACH
2.1. JSBACH: Model Description and Simulation Setup
This study is based on the land surface model JSBACH [Reick et al., 2013], which is the land component of
the Earth system model MPI-ESM [Giorgetta et al., 2013]. Two alternative fire algorithms are available within
JSBACH: the previous JSBACH fire algorithm [Reick et al., 2013] and the recently implemented process-based
SPITFIRE model [Thonicke et al., 2010; Lasslop et al., 2014].
The JSBACHmodel represents the carbon and hydrological cycle in a process-based way. The representation
of vegetation in themodel is based on the concept of plant functional types (PFTs). We use only natural vege-
tation types here, including four tree PFTs, two shrub PFTs, and two grass PFTs (see Table S1 in the supporting
information). We are interested in potentially multistable regimes; therefore, no anthropogenic land use or
land use change is considered. The fire model interacts with the dynamic vegetation, which computes the
spatial distribution of PFTs, directly by providing a burned fraction or fire disturbance rate (F). After burning
the cover fractions (part of the grid cells covered with a specific PFT) of the PFTs are reduced and the uncolo-
nized part of the grid cell is increased accordingly. See Reick et al. [2013] for further details. We define the tree
cover fraction (T) as the sum over the cover fractions of the tree and shrub PFTs.
We perform the following types of simulations:
1. simulations with interactive fire and vegetation, initialized with only grass PFTs or only tree PFTs (type 1);
2. simulations without fire, initialized with only grass PFTs or only tree PFTs (type 2);
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3. simulations with a simplified setup and either fire or vegetation prescribed; simulations with prescribed
vegetation are repeated for SPITFIRE and the previous JSBACH fire (type 3); and
4. simulations with the simplified setup and interactive fire and vegetation, initialized with only grass PFTs or
only tree PFTs (type 4)
All simulations are forced with preindustrial climate (for differences to present-day conditions, see Giorgetta
et al. [2013]) extracted from the MPI-ESM simulations performed for the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP5). The SPITFIRE model furthermore relies on population density (HYDE data set) [Goldewijk,
2001] and lightning rates (a monthly climatology (LIS-OTD), available at http://ghrc.msfc.nasa.gov) used for
the computation of ignitions. CO2 concentration was set to 284.725 ppm (corresponds to the year 1850)
[Giorgetta et al., 2013]. The initial spatial distribution of the specific PFTs for the grass and tree PFT-only
initialization are shown in Figures S1 and S2.
The types 1 and 2 simulations used a 28 year repeated cycle of meteorological forcing, the simulation length
was 1200 years. The simplified setup of types 3 and 4 simulations are based on a version of JSBACH where
some variables are prescribed from the simulation with theMPI-ESM [Schneck et al., 2013; Lasslop et al., 2014].
Fire disturbance and vegetation dynamics computations are fully included in this setup. However, we exclude
wind disturbance and use only 1 year of the preindustrial forcing repeatedly to avoid additional scatter due
to interannual variability. Type 3 simulations are performed to characterize the fire-tree cover interaction;
more precisely, we derive the overall (or emergent) response of fire to tree cover (for the previous JSBACH fire
and SPITFIRE) and the response of JSBACH to fire disturbance. To derive the response of fire to tree cover we
perform simulations with prescribed tree cover fractions increasing from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. The simula-
tions with prescribed tree cover equilibrate fast (200 simulation years). The response of tree cover to fire is
determined from simulations in which the fire disturbance rate is prescribed; these simulations are therefore
independent of the fire algorithm. Results presented refer to the state after 1000 years of simulation. Type 4
simulations use the setup of type 3 simulations and a simulation length of 1000 years but fire and vegetation
interact.
We identify grid cells with multiple equilibria under the same environmental conditions by performing
simulations initialized with only grass PFTs and simulations initialized with only tree PFTs. For the presenta-
tion of the results we define grid cells with a tree cover fraction higher than 0.6 as forests and refer to them
as grasslands if the tree cover fraction is lower than 0.6. We diagnose multiple equilibria of tree cover for grid
cells where the difference in tree cover fraction between the tree-initialized and grass-initialized simulation is
larger than 0.1 in an average over the forcing cycle.
2.2. JSBACH: Simulation Results
Previous versions ofMPI-ESMusing the previous JSBACHfiremodel did not showmultiple stable states of tree
cover for different initializations [Brovkin et al., 2009]. With the implementation of SPITFIRE, a process-based
fire model, simulations initialized with only tree PFTs converge to a different equilibrium state of vegetation
than simulations initialized with only grass PFTs (see Figure 2). Comparing the spatial patterns of this pair
of simulations, we find a large part of the global land surface to converge to a similar tree cover fraction
(difference less than 0.1) for both initializations; these areas are clearly definedby the grid-cell-specific climate
(referred to as “stable forest” or “stable grassland”). For a considerable part of the land surface, however,
the equilibrium tree cover fraction depends on the initialization of the vegetation. The difference in global
tree-covered area between the two simulations is around 5 Mkm2. This corresponds to 8% of the final
tree-covered area in the simulation initialized with trees.
The two simulations also show a large difference in burned area. The simulation initializedwith grass PFTs has
a global burned area of 5.16 Mkm2 in equilibrium, the simulation initialized with tree PFTs only 3.12 Mkm2.
Grid cells that differ in burned area also show a difference in tree cover (Figure S3). The difference between
tree- and grass-initialized simulations disappears for simulationswithout fire (see Figure 2b, dashed lines), the
multistability can therefore clearly be attributed to this process. In a climate space, defined by mean annual
temperature and mean annual precipitation, most bistable grid cells are characterized by a temperature of
15–25∘C and a precipitation between 500 and 1500 mm per year (Figure S4). These mean climate variables
are, however, not sufficient to discriminate between grid cells with multistability and those with a single
stable state.
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Figure 2. In JSBACH-SPITFIRE the global tree-covered area differs
depending on the initialization of the vegetation state. A world
initialized with only grass types leads to a lower tree cover than
initialization with only tree types. (a) Global distribution of stable forest,
stable grassland, and bistable grid cells. (b) Time series of global
tree-covered area for simulations initialized with only tree PFTs and
only grass PFTs. Points masked as “not in equilibrium” have a change
in tree cover of more than 0.005 between the averages over the last
two forcing cycles.
The bistable regions are mainly located
in Africa and Asia and also at few points
on all other continents (Figure 2a). The
bistable areas found in Africa are compa-
rable to results of a regional individual-
based vegetation model [Higgins and
Scheiter, 2012;Moncrieff et al., 2014]. Tro-
pical areas in Africa, South America, and
Australia have been the subject of pre-
vious studies, which identified a multi-
modal distribution of tree cover based
on remote sensing data as indication of
multistability [Hirota et al., 2011; Staver
et al., 2011b]. The regions in Asia with
multistability in our simulation were not
investigated in these studies. According
to a reconstruction of the Köppen-Geiger
climate classification, the climate of this
region is largely described as tropical
savanna climate or as temperatewith dry
winter and hot summer [Peel et al., 2007].
Multistable areas in Africa are found in
the sameclimate zones. In SouthAmerica
we find rather low potential for multista-
bility compared to the studies based on
satellite data.
As the previous JSBACH fire model did not show the potential for multistability, the reason for the occur-
rence in our simulations must lie in the model behavior of SPITFIRE. The recovery of the tree cover after
the fire disturbance and the sensitivity of the fire disturbance to tree cover are key to understand the emer-
gence of multistability of a system with interacting fire disturbance and tree cover. We therefore reduce our
process-based model to a conceptual tree cover-fire model in the next section, which is based on the model
behavior derived from the following sensitivity simulations.
The sensitivity simulations with prescribed tree cover or fire disturbance rate reveal the overall model
response of fire to tree cover and vice versa (Figure 3). While the response of tree cover to fire occurrence is
similar for all grid cells (Figure 3a), the fire occurrence as a function of tree cover shows distinct differences
between stable forest, stable grassland, or bistable grid cells for SPITFIRE (Figure 3b). Stable forest grid cells
on average have low burned fractions and a low sensitivity of fire disturbance to tree cover. The stable grass
grid cells have rather high burned fractions, e.g., burned fractions higher than 0.1 for a tree cover of 0.4, and
increasing further for lower tree cover values. The grid cells showingmultiple stable states of vegetation have
higher burned fractions than the forest grid cells but lower burned fractions than the grass grid cells (for the
same prescribed tree cover). The main difference between stable forest, stable grassland, and bistable grid
cells is therefore the strength of the fire regime at the individual grid cell.
The sensitivity of fire to tree cover is related to the principles underlying the SPITFIRE model. The SPITFIRE
model distinguishes different fuel classes based on PFT-specific parameters. Fuels of grass PFTs are of smaller
size and therefore dry faster. They have a low bulk density supporting high fire spreading rates. The woody
litter of trees is represented as coarse fuel, which driesmore slowly and has a higher density. These fire-related
PFT parameters suppress the spread of fire for a high coverage with tree PFTs and lead to a lower distur-
bance rate compared to a high coverage of grass PFTs. The strength of the sensitivity of fire to tree cover is
modulated by the grid cell-specific climate. The formulation of the fire spread equations is based on labora-
tory experiments [Rothermel, 1972]. Moreover, a feedback between tree cover and fire occurrence is expected
based on site level measurements [Cochrane, 1999; Hoffmann et al., 2012; Trauernicht et al., 2012] and satellite
observations [Archibald et al., 2009].
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Figure 3. Model states of JSBACH in the fire disturbance rate tree cover phase space without interaction of fire
disturbance rate (F) and tree cover (T): i.e., one of them is prescribed. (a) Tree cover (fraction of grid cell) simulated
with JSBACH using a prescribed fire disturbance rate (fraction per year), (b) fire disturbance rate as a function of tree
cover using the SPITFIRE model, (c) fire disturbance rate as a function of tree cover using the previous JSBACH fire
model. Model results are based on a simplified setup with only 1 year of forcing used repeatedly and no wind
disturbance. Thin lines each represent one grid cell of the global land surface. Colors indicate whether this grid cell
is a stable grassland, forest, or bistable based on the type 4 simulations with interactive vegetation and fire. Thick lines
indicate the averages over stable grass, stable forest, and bistable grid cells.
The previous JSBACH firemodel shows a clear difference between grid cells with equilibrium forest and equi-
librium grass but no dependence of the fire disturbance rate on tree cover (Figure 3c). The missing feedback
between fire and tree cover explains the absence of multiple stable states found in Brovkin et al. [2009] using
the previous JSBACH fire scheme in contrast to the results presented here using JSBACH-SPITFIRE.
3. Conceptual Model of Tree Cover-Fire Interactions
For a better understanding of the differences between grid cells with stable forest, stable grassland, or multi-
ple stable states we develop a conceptual model of fire-tree cover interaction, built on themodel behavior of
JSBACH-SPITFIRE (Figures 3a and 3b). The model is built on the following assumptions:
1. The areanot coveredby trees is coveredwithgrasses: grass cover + tree cover (T) = 1. Grass cover is therefore
not explicitly included in the model equations
2. Grass has a higher flammability and therefore increases the fire disturbance rate.
3. For a high tree cover fraction fire frequency is a constantminimumdisturbancewhich depends on the local
climate.
4. Fire disturbance rate (F) directly translates into tree mortality due to fire.





⋅ (1 − T)2 for 0 ≤ T ≤ 1, (1)
where 𝜙min (years) is the climate-related minimum fire return interval if only trees are present (the inverse of
the fire disturbance rate or the fraction of trees affected by fire), the fire disturbance rate (F) (year−1) increases
with an increasing presence of grasses. The disturbance rate of only grasses (T = 0) is 1/𝜙g (year−1) + 1/𝜙min
(year−1). The nonlinear increase of disturbance rate with decreasing tree cover (caused by the second term of
equation (1)) is chosen to resemble the behavior of JSBACH-SPITFIRE (Figure 3b). Fire reduces the tree cover
and trees need a certain establishment time (𝜏t (years)) to recover. The sum of the two processes gives the





− T ⋅ F, 1 − T) for 0 ≤ F ≤ 1. (2)
The conceptual model reproduces the sensitivities found for JSBACH-SPITFIRE: burned fraction as a function
of tree cover decreases for high tree cover values (Conceptual model: Figure 4, red lines; JSBACH-SPITFIRE:
Figure 3b), tree cover fraction as a function of fire disturbance rate increases for low fire disturbance rates
(Conceptual model: Figure 4, black lines; JSBACH: Figure 3a). This conceptual model allows us to explore how
changes in fire regime (𝜙g and 𝜙min) or vegetation regrowth (𝜏t) change the potential occurrence of multiple
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Figure 4. Equilibrium curves of a simple conceptual model (equations (1) and (2)). The red curve is equation (1), while
the black curve is obtained from equation (2) for the equilibrium case dT
dt
=0. (a) The parameters of equations (1) and (2)
are set to 𝜙min=100 years (minimum fire disturbance), 𝜙g=3.33 years (additional fire due to grasses), 𝜏t=60 years
(establishment time of trees). (b) Parameters are set to 𝜙min=25 years, 𝜙g=3.33 years, and 𝜏t=60 years. (c) Parameters
are set to 𝜙min=100 years, 𝜙g=6.66 years, and 𝜏t=60 years.
stable states. The equilibrium of the system with interacting fire disturbance and tree cover are the points
where the tree cover determinedby aprescribedfire disturbance rate yields the samefiredisturbance rate as if
this specific tree cover is prescribed. These are the points where the tree cover as a function of fire disturbance
(solution of equation (2) for dT
dt
= 0) and fire disturbance as a function of tree cover (equation (1)) intersect.
Three intersections (equilibrium points) are necessary to obtain grid cells with two stable states (Figure 4a);
one of the equilibrium points would be unstable in that case. When shifting the system toward a regime with
higher fire occurrence, the curves intersect only for a low tree cover value,which yields a grasslandequilibrium
state (Figure 4b). Assuming a moister climate with lower fire occurrence, we find only one equilibrium point
for a high tree cover value and therefore a forest equilibrium state (Figure 4c).
The relation between fire regime and equilibrium states (grass, forest, or bistable) of JSBACH-SPITFIRE
(Figure 3b) agrees with the conceptual model: high fire occurrence leads to stable grasslands and low fire
occurrence to stable forests. For intermediate fire occurrence, where the probability for multiple intersec-
tions of the curves is highest, we identify the bistable grid cells. Moreover, it is not possible to obtain multiple
intersections and therefore equilibria without a sensitivity of fire occurrence to tree cover as observed for the
previous fire model of JSBACH (Figure 3c).
The occurrence of intersections for the conceptualmodel depends on the relation between themodel param-
eters. If 𝜏t∕𝜙min ≤ 1 and 𝜙g is sufficiently small, multiple stable states occur (equations are detailed in the
supporting information). Changes in fire disturbance rates (𝜙min and 𝜙g) as well as changes in the recovery
time (𝜏t) of forests can therefore shift the ecosystems between stable grassland, stable forest, and multiple
stable states of vegetation states.
4. Conclusions
In this study we investigate the occurrence of multiple stable states of vegetation under the same meteo-
rological forcing in a global simulation with the vegetation model JSBACH-SPITFIRE. Due to the absence of
multiple stable vegetation states in simulations without fire we can attribute the occurrence of the multiple
stable states to the presence of fire. Based on a comparison of sensitivity simulations with SPITFIRE and the
previous JSBACH fire model (which shows no multiple stable states in vegetation), we identify the sensitivity
of fire disturbance to tree cover fraction in SPITFIRE as the key model characteristic responsible for the occur-
rence ofmultistability. This is explainedby comparing the results of the JSBACH-SPITFIREmodel behaviorwith
a conceptual model, which is derived from the overall behavior of the complex model.
Our study, usingonly natural vegetation types, indicates potentiallymultistable regions inAsia, a regionwhich
was not in the focus of previous studies on multiple stable states of tree cover. The Köppen-Geiger climate
classification characterizes these regions as tropical savanna or temperate climate with dry winter and hot
summer [Peel et al., 2007], the same climate classes as the multistable regions in Africa.
The occurrence of multiple stable states implies that under climate change with gradual changes in environ-
mental forcing, the vegetation may respond in a nonlinear way. The model shows a distinct difference in the
fire occurrence sensitivity to tree cover between grid cells with one and multiple stable states, due to grid
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cell-specific climate, while the vegetation recovery is similar. The occurrence of fire on the global scale is to a
large extent modulated by humans [Bowman et al., 2011; Hantson et al., 2015; Knorr et al., 2014]. The human
control on fire occurrence implies the possibility to actively control and conserve ecosystems in a resilient
state. Furthermore, fire occurrence is controlled by climate. It is therefore likely that the occurrence of bistable
tree cover states changes with climate change and future social developments. Both factors therefore need
to be considered for interpreting past changes and for future projections of vegetation changes.
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